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To research macroscopic mass transport characteristics of porous media, a lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) approach 
was utilized to calculate asymptotic longitudinal mass dispersion. In this study, a D2Q9 model with multi-relaxation-
time (MRT) collision operator, which is appropriate for incompressible flow with a high Peclet number without refining 
the lattice, was chosen. With respect to the microstructure of porous media, random placement (RP) method was applied 
to obtain randomly positioned particles. Based on the exhausted numerical results presented in the study, a new correla-
tion of longitudinal mass dispersion was established. By comparing with available experimental data in the literature, 
reasonable agreements are observed in a wide porosity range from 0.3 to 0.7, indicating the validity of the proposed 
correlation.
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Introduction
The processes of mass transport in porous media are sub-
jects of remarkably practical importance in fields of chemical
engineering and environment. To describe the mass transport
processes in porous media, the macroscopic continuum equa-
tion obtained using the method of volume averaging1–3 is
commonly used by many researchers4–11 due to its conve-
nience and efficiency. Prior to that, one should obtain the
effective diffusivity that plays an important role in solving the
macroscopic continuum equation. As pointed out by Chai
et al.,12 three methods that are analytical or semianalytical
method, experimental method, and numerical method, respec-
tively, are applicable to determine the effective diffusivity. As
the limitations of the first two methods, such as extension diffi-
culties in complicated structures and insufficiency in provided
information, numerical method has been extensively applied
in the literature.
With respect to numerical method, there are two
approaches. The first one is the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) approach, which requires an accurate description of the
pore structure and the discretization of the model into pore
and solid phases, so that the microscopic equations can be
solved in the pore spaces with appropriate conditions applied
at the pore and solid interfaces. In reality, however, it is diffi-
cult to specify boundary values, and unstructured or block
structured meshes are required to represent the complex
pathways due to the existence of arbitrarily complex solid
matrix. To overcome these shortcomings of the conventional
approach, lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) approach uses a
mesoscopic equation to determine macroscopic transport prop-
erties. As affirmed by extensive studies,13–20 LBM has the
advantages of simplicity of programming, inherent parallelism
and ease in dealing with a complex boundary. Wang et al.21
proposed a corrected heat flux of the thermal lattice Boltz-
mann model to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of
porous media with multiphase. The solid matrix of porous
media was generated by the quartet structure generation set
(QSGS).22 To evaluate the volatile organic compounds emis-
sion or sorption characteristics in porous building materials,
Hussain et al.23 utilized LBM to obtain effective diffusion
coefficient. Moreover, a novel numerical random generation
macromeso pores (RGMMP) method was proposed to repre-
sent geometrical and morphological information of porous
building materials. By comparing with available experimental
data, it has been found that the predicted effective diffusion
coefficients exhibit acceptable accuracy. For the purpose of
effective diffusivity prediction of porous media, Chai et al.12
conducted a comparative study on two lattice Boltzmann mod-
els, which are BGK model and multi-relaxation-time (MRT)
model, respectively. The comparison results indicated that the
MRT model is more appropriate to investigate diffusion in
porous media than BGK model.
Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that in the above-
referenced studies related to effective diffusivity of porous
media, effect of dispersion was not investigated. Moreover,
solid matrix of porous media was assumed to be impermeable.
Hence, it can be concluded that only tortuosity which repre-
sents the effect of interconnected pore space on the effective
conductivity was evaluated. It is well known that, however,
dispersion is more important than tortuosity when fluid flow
occurs in porous media. By analytically analyzing macro-
scopic mass transport processes in porous media with randomly
positioned permeable particles, Koch and Brady24 firstly
proposed that mass dispersion embraces three counterparts,
which are mechanical dispersion, boundary-layer dispersion
and holdup dispersion, respectively. Holdup dispersion is also
known as the active dispersion. This appears when transport
phenomenon occurs not only in the fluid phase but in several
phases.4 Furthermore, the full form of the longitudinal mass
dispersion at high Peclet numbers was obtained, which was
validated by comparing with experimental data for the case of
fixed beds with impermeable particles and E50:5. For different
porosities, Maier et al.25 and Kandhai et al.26 performed
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy experiments
to obtain the asymptotic longitudinal mass dispersion of fixed
beds with E50:44 and E50:37, respectively. But it has been
found that the coefficients in the full form of the longitudinal
mass dispersion correlated from experimental data of Maier
et al.25 and Kandhai et al.26 are not consistent with that of
Koch and Brady.24 Due to the significant importance of mass
dispersion, it is worth revisiting the mass transport phenomena
in porous media with a wide range of porosity.
In this study, we would like to apply a LBM approach to
investigate the fluid flow and mass transport in porous media
with randomly positioned permeable particles. In this
approach, a D2Q9 model with multi-relaxation-time (MRT)
collision operator that is appropriate for incompressible flow
with a high Peclet number without refining the lattice is cho-
sen. Moreover, LBM approach validation is conducted by
comparing with available experimental data. Based on the
LBM approach, effects of various parameters associated with
mechanical dispersion, boundary-layer dispersion and holdup
dispersion are investigated, so as to obtain a general correla-
tion of asymptotic longitudinal mass dispersion that is valid in
a wide range of porosity.
Lattice Boltzmann Method for Fluid Flow and
Mass Transfer Equations
In this study, we discuss convective mass transfer phenom-
enon in porous media. In order to explain mass transfer pro-
cess, a schematic diagram is illustrated in Figure 1. Porous
media is composed of the void and solid matrix that is also
microporous. Thus, they are permeable and a transport equa-
tion is specified within this region. Then, mass transfer in
porous media contains two counterparts, which are interparti-
cle mass transfer and intraparticle mass transfer, respectively.
The interparticle mass transfer occurs in the void of porous
media, which includes the external diffusion, convection and
surface adsorption, while the intraparticle mass transfer takes
place inside the catalyst particles, which includes the intra-
particle diffusion and intraparticle adsorption.
Based on the description of convective mass transport of
porous media with permeable catalyst particles, the governing
equations for the mass transfer system without chemical reac-
tions of mass, momentum and solute concentration are
expressed as follows
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where q is the local mass density; u is the fluid velocity tensor;
p is the pressure; and r is the viscous stress tensor; C is the
solute concentration; D is the related diffusion coefficient. V is
the total volume, whereas Vf is the fluid volume around cata-
lyst particles.
On the catalyst particles surface, Koch and Brady24 used the
continuity of flux and solubility conditions that are indicated
as follows
Dfn  rCout5Dpn  rCin (4)
Cout5mCin (5)
where Df and Dp are, respectively, the molecular diffusivity of
the solute outside the catalyst particles and intraparticle diffu-
sivity of the solute inside the catalyst particles; n is the normal
unit vector from the catalyst particle surfaces to the fluid; m is
the ratio of the solubilities of the solute in the fluid and in the
catalyst particles; Cout and Cin are the concentrations in the
void and in the catalyst particles, respectively.
Lattice Boltzmann solver for fluid flow equation
Lattice Boltzmann equation can be decomposed into two
parts: collision and streaming, the collision and streaming
steps are defined as follows:
Collision step : fi
ðx; tÞ5 fiðx; tÞ2X fi x; tð Þ2f eqi ðx; tÞ
 
(6)
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of mass transfer in
porous media.
Streaming step : fiðx1eiDt; t1DtÞ5 f iðx; tÞ (7)
where fiðx; tÞ is the distribution function associated with the
discrete velocity ei at position x and time t; fi
eqðx; tÞ is equilib-
rium distribution function; fi
ðx; tÞ is the post-collision distri-
bution function; X is the collision operator.
Based on the collision operator, the model of the lattice
Boltzmann equation can be classified into three kinds, that is,
the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model or single-relaxation-
time (SRT) model,27–30 the two-relaxation-time (TRT)31,32 and
multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) models.33,34 In this work, the
multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) model was chosen because its
advantages in numerical stability, accuracy, and computational
efficiency.34 The MRT collision operator is given by
fiðx1eiDt; t1DtÞ2fiðx; tÞ52ðM21SfMÞ fi x; tð Þ2f eqi ðx; tÞ
 
(8)
where M is the transformation matrix; Sf is a diagonal relaxa-
tion matrix. Considering the accuracy of the results, we select
D2Q9 discrete velocities model to establish the hydrodynam-
ics model as seen in Figure 2. For the D2Q9 discrete velocities
model, we can define
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And the equilibrium distribution function with D2Q9 model
proposed by He and Luo35 for the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equation can be given by
f eqi ðx; tÞ5wi q1q0
ei  u
c2s
1
ei  uð Þ2
2c4s
2
u2
2c2s
" #( )
(11)
where wi is the weight coefficient; cs is the lattice sound speed.
Moreover, q is a variable related to the pressure as p5c2sq,
while q0 denotes the density of fluid, which is constant. For
D2Q9 model, we choose wi and cs as follows, according to
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Moreover, the relaxation matrix Sf for D2Q9 is indicated as
follow
Sf5diag sq; se; sE; sj; sq; sj; sq; sv; sv
 
(13)
Note that the parameters si in the relaxation matrix are nor-
mally in the range of 0 to 2. As suggested by Lallemand and
Luo,33 Luo et al.,34 Bettaibi et al.,36 and Zhou et al.,16 values
of the relaxation parameters in Eq. 13 are set as follows
sq5sj51:0; se5sE5sv5
1
sf
; sq5
16sv28
8sv21
(14)
where sf is the relaxation time and equal to 1.0, since it can
achieve optimal stability according to previous studies. More-
over, through the Chapman-Enskog expansion, the relaxation
rate sv can be converted to macroscopic kinematic viscosity t
and the macroscopic density and velocity can be given by the
following equations
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Lattice Boltzmann solver for mass transfer equation
The Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model is the most widely
used model for mass transfer. As pointed out in numerous previous
studies, however, the numerical accuracy and stability of BGK
model depend strongly on the relaxation time in the evolution
equation (Holme and Rothman,37 Sterling and Chen,38 Rakotoma-
lala et al.,39 Leconte et al.40) The relaxation time for the
convection-diffusion equation is determined by the diffusion coef-
ficient. In the lattice Boltzmann equation, the relaxation time of
the solute concentration distribution function equation is
sg5
D
c2sDt
10:55
Ma
Pe
L
csDt
10:5 (18)
where Ma5 Ucs and Pe5
UL
D are the Mach number and the Peclet
number, respectively. Moreover, U and L are respectively the
characteristic velocity and the reference length. As indicated
in Eq. 18, it can be easily deduced that sg approaches to 0.5
with the increase of Pe, resulting in numerical instability prob-
lem as pointed out by Sterling and Chen.38 In order to improve
the stability, one can use a large number of L. But this will
require to refine the lattice. Hence, it would cost massive
Figure 2. D2Q9 discrete velocities model for fluid flow.
computer resources and significantly reduce the computational
efficiency. In the literature, the multiple-relaxation-time (MRT)
model was proposed to solve the instability problem without
refining the lattice. The evolution equation of the MRT model
for the convection-diffusion equation is presented as below
giðx1eiDt; t1DtÞ2giðx; tÞ52ðM21SgMÞ gi x; tð Þ2geqi ðx; tÞ
 
(19)
where Sg is a diagonal relaxation matrix for mass transfer. As
seen in Figure 3, D2Q9 discrete velocities model is selected.
Moreover, the equilibrium distribution function with D2Q9
model can be given by
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For mass transfer, the relaxation matrix Sg for D2Q9 is indi-
cated as follow
Sg5diag k0; k1; k2; k3; k4; k5; k6; k7; k8ð Þ (21)
where the relaxation parameters in Eq. 21 are taken as
k051:0, k15k251:1 k35k45k55k651=sg, and k75k851:2,
which are the same as Meng and Guo.41 Moreover, the macro-
scopic concentration C is calculated by the conservation law
C5
X8
i50
gi (22)
Boundary conditions for fluid flow and mass transfer
For hydrodynamic boundary conditions, the periodic bound-
ary conditions used by Succi42 are applied to inlet and outlet
boundaries. The expressions of LBM are as follows
f1;5;8 0; jð Þ5f1;5;8 Nx21; jð Þ (23a)
f3;6;7 Nx; jð Þ5f3;6;7 1; jð Þ (23b)
where Nx stands for the sum of lattices in the x dimension,
and j corresponds to the indices for the y dimension. For
mass transfer boundary conditions, however, the Dirichlet
boundary conditions are applied to inlet and outlet boundaries.
Therefore, the non-equilibrium extrapolation scheme proposed
by Guo et al.43 was used and given by
g1;5;8 0; jð Þ5geq1;5;8 0; jð Þ1 g1;5;8 1; jð Þ2geq1;5;8 1; jð Þ
h i
(24a)
g3;6;7 Nx; jð Þ5geq3;6;7 Nx; jð Þ1 g3;6;7 Nx21; jð Þ2geq3;6;7 Nx21; jð Þ
h i
(24b)
In this work, we investigate both permeable and non-permeable
particles. For impermeable particles, the boundary model pro-
posed by Kang et al.44 and Kang et al.,45 which strictly ensures
solute mass conservation in the above process, was utilized. In
terms of the corresponding concentration and its gradient, the
concentration distribution functions are presented as followX
i
giei5Cu2DrC (25)
As shown in Figure 4, the concentration distribution functions
on a static fluid-solid boundary node (i, j) under the D2Q9
model are illustrated. After streaming process of the lattice
Boltzmann equation, the concentration distribution functions
g4, g7, and g8 corresponding to boundary node are known, but
g2, g5, and g6 entering the fluid domain in the next streaming
step are unknown. So, we apply Eqs. 26 to obtain the unknown
concentration distribution functions. The unknown concentra-
tion distribution functions can be given by
g2 i; jð Þ52=9C i; jð Þ2g4 i; jð Þ (26a)
g5 i; jð Þ51=18C i; jð Þ2g7 i; jð Þ (26b)
g6 i; jð Þ51=18C i; jð Þ2g8 i; jð Þ (26c)
With regard to permeable particles, the mass transport process
occurs not only outside the particles, but also in the interior of
the particles. Throughout the process, the bulk fluid solute con-
centration is transferred to the surface of the particles, in the
form of convection and diffusion, and then, the solute diffuses
into the particles. Nevertheless, the difficulty is the treatment of
the discontinuity of the solute concentration across the interface,
as indicated in Eq. 5. In this case, the concentration transforma-
tion method first proposed by Yang and Mao46 was used to
make the concentration field continuous across the interface.
Physical Geometry and Code Validation
Reconstruction of porous media
To implement the lattice Boltzmann model to investigate
mass transport phenomenon in porous media, the suitable dis-
cretized geometry of porous media should be obtained in
Figure 3. D2Q9 discrete velocities model for mass
transfer.
Figure 4. Concentration distribution on a fluid–solid
boundary of D2Q9 lattice.
advance. For most porous media, it is possible to acquire its
real experimental images by imaging techniques such as com-
puted tomography (CT),13 magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI).47,48 However, the numerical solutions based on these
experimental images are only valid for specific porous media
structures. Moreover, experimental measurements usually
require many carefully controlled experiments and are nor-
mally expensive,49 even if HPC (High Performance Comput-
ing) techniques allow to deal with this issue. Instead of using
the experimental images, many researchers developed mathe-
matical algorithm to reconstruct microstructures of porous
media since many decades.50 The results indicated that the
predictions of macroscopic properties are in good agreement
with experimental data. With respect to the microstructure of
the packed bed that consists of abundant randomly distributed
catalyst particles, Yazdchi et al.51 compared four different
algorithms to generate random, nonoverlapping particle
arrays, which are random placement (RP), Monte Carlo (MC)
procedure, energy minimization (EM) approach and molecular
dynamic (MD) simulations, respectively. Pair distribution
function was used to characterize and classify the difference
of microstructures. It has been found that random placement
can get similar trend of pair distribution and have the same
permeability by comparing with Monte Carlo procedure
and molecular dynamic simulations. To avoid correlation
effects observed when the simulation domain is too small,52
the domain with dimension 1500 3 750 (with particles of
diameter 50 lattice points) was used in the study. The longest
dimension is along the macroscopic flow direction in our
simulations. We utilize MATLAB programming software to
realize random placement algorithm, so as to reconstruct the
packed bed microstructure.
As shown in Figure 5, random placement algorithm was
applied to generate porous media with circular and square
cylinders at the same porosity of 0.5. It should be mentioned
that the curved boundaries of circular cylinders were approxi-
mated by the zigzag lines. This approximation has been exten-
sively used in complex geometries to make lattice Boltzmann
model more efficient. In terms of lattice Boltzmann method,
Chai et al.12 discussed the diffusion process of square and cir-
cular cylinders in a square arrangement. Both numerical and
experimental results indicated that under the same porosity,
effective diffusivity of square cylinders in a square arrange-
ment is quite close to that of circular cylinders in a square
arrangement. Furthermore, since a large number of lattices are
needed to deal with curved boundary, square cylinders are
chosen to perform simulations in this study.
Verification example
Before the code validation, a benchmark example related to
mass transfer problem based on Leve^sque solution53 was con-
ducted to compare the results obtained by the LBM approach
with the analytical prediction. As illustrated in Figure 6, a par-
abolic velocity of fully developed laminar flow is applied for
the entire domain, and is written as
u yð Þ524umax y y2Lð Þ=L2 (27)
where umax is the axial velocity. For the inlet and outlet
boundary conditions, constant concentration C0 and zero-flux
condition are imposed, respectively. Moreover, the upper sur-
face is set to be nonreactive with a zero-flux condition. And
the first-order Henry’s adsorption process is applied in the bot-
tom boundary
Df
@C
@y
5KC (28)
where K is Henry’s law constant.
In this work, we use the MRT model with D2Q9 and D2Q5
discrete velocities models to calculate the steady-state normal-
ized mass flux Q at the bottom for the above mass transfer pro-
cess and compare it with the Leve^sque solution. The Leve^sque
solution obtained by Leve^que53 and Machado54 is expressed
as
Figure 5. Reconstructed microstructure of porous
media with porosity of 0.5: (a) circular cylin-
ders; (b) square cylinders.
Figure 6. Schematic diagram of convection-diffusion
system based on Leve^sque solution.
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where x is the stream wise coordinate. The relevant simulation
parameters under lattice units are presented in Table 1. As
shown in Figure 7, it can be clearly seen that by comparing
with the Leve^sque solution, D2Q9 discrete velocities model
exhibits better agreement than D2Q5 discrete velocities
model, varying the Peclet number. Therefore, we select D2Q9
discrete velocities model to simulate mass transfer process in
this study.
Code validation
The model in this section is validated by longitudinal
dispersion coefficient, which can be calculated by the method
developed by Koch and Brady.24 As shown in the averaged
mass-conservation equation, the average mass flux that is a
linear function of the average concentration shall be written in
the following form
hqi5 11cð ÞhuihCi2D  rhCi (30)
where hi is the sign of bulk average; hCi is bulk average of the
concentration in the porous media; c is a constant that is
defined by
c5
12Eð Þð12m21Þ
12 12Eð Þð12m21Þ (31)
Moreover, q is the mass flux given by
In the fluid : q5uC2DfrC (32a)
In the particles : q52DprC (32b)
By substituting Eqs. 32a,b into Eq. 30, the effective diffusivity
operator D that is consist of tortuosity and dispersion can be
obtained as follow
D  Dtor1Ddis5
hCu2D @C@ni2ð11cÞhuihCi
@hCi
@n
(33)
where Dtor is the tortuosity factor that represents the diffusion
coefficient in the interconnected pore space, Ddis is effective
dispersion operator, @C@n is the concentration gradient parallel to
the mass transfer direction.
To validate the LBM approach proposed in the study, the
longitudinal mass dispersion calculated by the aforementioned
method is compared with experimental data reported by Fried
and Combarnous55 and the analytical correlation derived by
Koch and Brady.24 As experimental data were collected using
impermeable particles, the comparison was conducted without
the consideration of holdup dispersion, that is, no local scale
diffusion inside the catalyst particles. As shown in Figure 8, it
can be clearly seen that the calculated results of the present
study are in good agreement with available experimental data
than the analytical correlation of Koch and Brady,24 especially
in the range of low Peclet number. This clearly demonstrates
the accuracy and robustness of the LBM approach used in this
study.
Results and Discussion
As analytically proposed by Koch and Brady,24 the full
form of longitudinal mass dispersion can be written as follow
DL
Df
5HmPe1HbPeln Peð Þ1Hh Df
Dp
 n1 1
m
 n2
Pe2 (34)
Note that the first term on the right side of Eq. 34 represents
the mechanical contribution. Moreover, the other two terms
that include boundary-layer dispersion and holdup dispersion
represent the non-mechanical contribution. In Eq. 34, Hm, Hb,
and Hh are the coefficients of three counterparts of longitudi-
nal mass dispersion, respectively. In order to obtain a general
correlation of longitudinal mass dispersion, the effect of sev-
eral parameters, namely Pe, E, m, and DfDp, are investigated to
Table 1. Simulation Parameters for Convection-Diffusion
System with Surface Adsorption Process
L C0 umax Df K Pe
100 1.0 0.003 0.005 1.0 40
100 1.0 0.03 0.005 1.0 400
100 1.0 0.06 0.005 1.0 800
Figure 7. Comparison of simulated mass-flux by MRT
model (symbols) with the Leve^sque solution
(solid line).
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Figure 8. Validation of the proposed LBM approach for
the fixed beds with impermeable particles
and E50:5.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
determine the coefficients of three counterparts and the expo-
nents of
Df
Dp
and 1m in a wide range of porosity.
Effect of Peclet number
In Figure 9, longitudinal mass dispersion is investigated
under the variation of Peclet number. Note that porosity of
fixed beds normally varies from 0.3 to 0.8 as claimed by
Chuang and Wen56 and Zhang et al.57 Due to the limitations
of RP reconstruction algorithm, it is not feasible to generate
2D porous media with randomly positioned nonoverlapping
particles when porosity is lower than 0.5. Therefore, only three
porosities, namely E50:5, 0.6 and 0.7, are considered in this
study. Furthermore, reconstructed microstructures of E50:6
and 0.7 are illustrated in Figure 10. As shown in Figure 9, it
can be clearly observed that longitudinal mass dispersion
increases with the rise of Peclet number (In this study, Pe5 ULD
with U is the average velocity through the porous media and L
is the particles diameter), especially in the range of Pe> 10.
This is expected as previously stated for instance by Quintard
and Whitaker.4 The reason is that longitudinal mass dispersion
is highly dependent on Peclet number. Moreover, it should be
mentioned that the mechanical dispersion is proportional to
Pe. For the non-mechanical dispersion, however, boundary-
layer dispersion and holdup dispersion are proportional to
Peln(Pe) and Pe,2 respectively. As a consequence, nonme-
chanical dispersion overwhelms mechanical dispersion in the
range of high Peclet number.
Effect of solubility ratio
Kandhai et al.26 utilized pulsed field gradient nuclear mag-
netic resonance (PFG-NMR) to obtain longitudinal diffusion
of porous media with and without porous particles. The exper-
imental results indicated that holdup dispersion or active dis-
persion, namely the rightmost term on the right side of Eq. 34,
has significant influence on longitudinal mass dispersion.
Therefore, solubility ratio m was investigated on longitudinal
mass dispersion under the variation of Peclet number as shown
in Figure 11. m2150 and m216¼0 account for fixed beds with
impermeable and permeable particles, respectively. In this
subsection, four solubility ratios, namely m5 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, and
10.0, are considered. In Figure 11, it can be seen that under the
same circumstance, the decrease of solubility ratio results in
the rise of longitudinal mass dispersion, which is consistent
with the expression of holdup dispersion (see Eq. 34). Note
that the curves of asymptotic longitudinal mass dispersion for
impermeable particles are not drawn in Figure 11a,b, as the
curves of m5 10.0 overlap with that of impermeable particles
for E50:6 and E50:7.
Effect of the ratio of molecular diffusion of solute to
intraparticle diffusion
As holdup dispersion is also affected by the ratio of molecu-
lar diffusion of solute to intraparticle diffusion, the effect of
the variation of Df =Dp on longitudinal mass dispersion was
investigated in Figure 12. Yoshida and Takatsuji58 experimen-
tally measured intraparticle diffusion coefficients of acetic
acid and lactic acid in a weakly basic ion exchanger. The
experimental results show that Df =Dp normally varies from 1
to 10. Three ratios, namely Df =Dp52, 5 and 10, are consid-
ered in the study. As pointed out by Maier et al.,25 holdup dis-
persion mainly results from several factors, such as dead-end
pores, recirculation cells, and other regions of zero fluid veloc-
ity. Therefore, it is expected that the decrease of intraparticle
diffusion results in the intensification of longitudinal mass dis-
persion, which is consistent with the trend found in Figure 12.
It is also possible to correlate this with Eq. 34, where the last
term of the equation deals with this ratio. As the ratio Df=Dp
increases, the holdup dispersion increases.
Correlation of longitudinal mass dispersion
Longitudinal mass dispersion plays an important role in pre-
dicting the macroscopic mass transport characteristics of sol-
ute in porous media. However, the available correlations of
longitudinal mass dispersion are only valid in a specific range
Figure 9. Dependence of asymptotic longitudinal mass
dispersion on Peclet number in fixed beds
with three different porosities.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Figure 10. Reconstructed microstructure of porous
media with two different porosities: (a)
E50:6; (b) E50:7.
of porosity. Thus, a general correlation that can be applied in a
wide range of porosity is highly needed.
Based on the investigations of several parameters in Eq. 34,
namely, Peclet number, porosity, solubility ratio, and ratio of
molecular diffusion of solute to intraparticle diffusion, a new
Figure 11. Dependence of asymptotic longitudinal mass dispersion on the solubility ratio m in fixed beds:
(a) E50:5; (b) E50:6; (c) E50:7.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Figure 12. Dependence of asymptotic longitudinal mass dispersion on the ratio of molecular diffusion of solute to
intraparticle diffusion in fixed beds: (a) E50:5; (b) E50:6; (c) E50:7.
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
correlation was proposed. In regard to Eq. 34, the values of the
parameters (Hm, Hb, Hh), n1, and n2 were obtained by the
least-square method and presented as follows
Hm5ð1:11060:0268Þ  E22ð0:0097660:00101Þ (35)
Hb5 ð3:09960:312Þ  ln ðEÞ1ð3:28760:168Þ½   12Eð Þ (36)
Hh5ð0:0086863:07531026Þ=E21ð0:0085269:37431026Þ
(37)
n150:241 (38)
n250:950 (39)
To validate the accuracy of the proposed correlation, two com-
parisons are conducted by comparing the predicted results with
available experimental data found in the literature. As holdup
dispersion is hard to detect in experimental measurements, most
of data associated with longitudinal mass dispersion just include
mechanical dispersion and boundary-layer dispersion. As
shown in Figure 13, a comparison of the predicted results from
the proposed correlation with experimental data of longitudinal
mass dispersion that only includes mechanical dispersion and
boundary-layer dispersion is conducted under the variation of
porosity. From this figure, it can be found that the correlation is
established based on the numerical results of E50:5, 0.6, and
0.7, but the predicted results of the proposed correlation are in
good agreement with experimental data of E50:37 from Kand-
hai et al.,26 E50:38 from Rifai et al.59 and Pfannkuch,60 E50:
396 from Scheven et al.,61 E50:41 from Han et al.62 and E50:5
from Fried and Combarnous.55 Moreover, it should be men-
tioned that experimental data of Kandhai et al.26 and Scheven
et al.61 were obtained by conducting NMR spectroscopy experi-
ments. Nevertheless, Rifai et al.,59 Pfannkuch et al.60 and Fried
and Combarnous55 utilized step function method and H2O-
NaCl system to achieve experimental data of mass dispersion.
More details related to experimental methods on mass disper-
sion of liquids in packed beds can be found in the excellent ref-
erence by Delgado.63
As the previous comparison did not consider the contribution
of holdup dispersion, further comparison is conducted using the
limited experimental data from Kandhai et al.,26 which mea-
sured longitudinal mass dispersion of fixed beds with and with-
out porous particles. As illustrated in Figure 14, the predicted
results of the proposed correlation and experimental data are
plotted against the variation of Peclet number. Note that the evi-
dent difference between experimental data of impermeable par-
ticles and permeable particles represents the importance of
holdup dispersion. For impermeable particles, the agreement
between the correlation and experimental data has already been
discussed. As solubility ratio m cannot be found in experimental
data of Kandhai et al.,26 the predicted results in the solubility
ratio m range from 1 to infinity are compared with experimental
data with permeable particles. It has been found that better
agreement can be achieved for the case of m5 5. Therefore, if
one wants to use the proposed correlation to predict the longitu-
dinal mass dispersion of fixed bed with permeable particles, an
appropriate value of m should be determined in advance.
Then, the proposed correlations in the present study, namely
Eqs. 35–39, are valid for fixed beds with randomly positioned
impermeable and permeable particles in the porosity range
from 0.3 to 0.7.
Conclusions
In this study, numerical simulations using LBM approach
were performed to calculate asymptotic longitudinal mass dis-
persion of porous media with permeable particles. Moreover,
a 2-D microstructure of porous media was generated by ran-
dom placement (RP) algorithm. Based on the results achieved
in this study, three remarks can be sorted as follows:
1. A LBM approach was applied to investigate the fluid
flow and mass transfer characteristics of solute in porous
media with randomly positioned particles. In the approach, a
D2Q9 model with multi-relaxation-time (MRT) collision
operator that is appropriate for incompressible flow with a
Figure 13. Comparison of the predicted results (solid
lines) from the proposed correlation with
experimental data of longitudinal mass dis-
persion without the consideration of holdup
dispersion (experimental data of E5 0:37
obtained by magnetic resonance imaging
by Kandhai et al.26 (•), E50:38 (Rifai et al.,59
Pfannkuch60) (, !), E50:396(Scheven
et al.61) (), E50:41 (Han et al.62) () and
E50:5 (Fried and Combarnous55) (~)).
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
Figure 14. Comparison of the predicted results from the
proposed correlation with experimental data
of longitudinal mass dispersion (experimental
data of E50:37 obtained by magnetic reso-
nance imaging by Kandhai et al.26).
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
high Peclet number without refining the lattice was chosen
after a cross comparison with an available test case.
2. Several parameters, which are Pe, E, m, and Df =Dp,
were investigated on the influence of asymptotic longitudinal
mass dispersion. It has been found that in the range of high
Peclet number, non-mechanical dispersion is more dominant
than mechanical dispersion.
3. A new correlation of longitudinal mass dispersion was
established. By comparing the predicted results with avail-
able experimental data in the literature, it has been found
that the prediction of longitudinal mass dispersion is accept-
able in a wide range of porosity, indicating the validity of
the proposed correlation.
As evidence, this clearly demonstrates the accuracy of the
LBM approach to deal with complex phenomena in porous
media, including active dispersion. As a next step, complex
reactivity could be easily included to investigate their effects
on effective mass dispersion and compare the results with
available theoretical works like the one of Whitaker3 for
instance. This could be done in complex geometries, eventu-
ally in 3-D.
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Notation
cs = lattice sound speed, m/s
C = solute concentration, mol/m3
D = diffusivity, m2/s
ei = discrete velocity, m/s
f = distribution function for fluid flow
g = distribution function for mass transfer
Q = steady-state normalized mass flux
K = Henry’s law constant in Eq. 28
L = characteristic length in Eq. 18, m
m = ratio of the solubilities of the solute in the fluid and in the catalyst
particles
Ma = Mach number
M = transformation matrix
n = normal unit vector from the catalyst particle surface to the fluid
p = pressure, Pa
Pe = Peclet number
q = mass flux, mol/m2 s
si = parameters in the relaxation matrix in Eq. 13
Sf = diagonal relaxation matrix for fluid flow
Sg = diagonal relaxation matrix for mass transfer
t = time, s
u = fluid velocity tensor, m/s
U = characteristic velocity in Eq. 18, m/s
V = volume, m3
wi = weight coefficient
x = position tensor, m
x = horizontal coordinate, m
y = vertical coordinate, m
Greek letters
E = porosity
c = constant in Eq. 30 and defined by Eq. 31
q = density, kg/m3
r = viscous stress tensor, Pa
X = collision operator
s = relaxation time
t = kinematic viscosity, m2/s
ki = parameters in the relaxation matrix in Eq. 21
H = coefficients in Eq. 34
Special symbols
hi = bulk average
* = post-collision
Subscripts and superscripts
b = boundary-layer
dis = dispersion
eq = equilibrium
f = fluid
h = houdup
in = in the catalyst particles
L = longitudinal mass dispersion
m = mechanical
n1, n2 = exponents in Eq. 34
out = in the void of porous media
p = pore
tor = tortuosity
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